
HAMLET AND GERTRUDES RELATIONSHIP ESSAY

Hamlet by William Shakespeare focuses on the title character plotting vengeance against Claudius for his father's
murder to capture the Danish crown. The new king is also Hamlet's uncle and now stepdad due to the marriage with his
mother, Gertrude. Throughout the course of the play.

His destruction stems from the inability to accept Claudius as father. A queen like Gertrude is more of a public
figure than an authoritative ruler. Shakespeare also employs several motifs to enrich the theme of morality.
More importantly though, his mother's rush to remarry has caused more of inflated persona in Hamlet. The
second change is that Claudius has married Queen Gertrude. To accomplish this task in a less apparent
manner, Hamlet decides to put an antic disposition on. As a child grows older, they start to see that their
parents are in fact flawed and this can cause an inward conflict for the child. Author: Brandon Johnson. He
would learn the duties of the king. When the ghost reappears, Hamlet treats it with respect and humble
submission. A comparison of the love relationship between Ophelia and Hamlet and Gertrude and Claudius,
will illustrate that betrayal, selfishness and lack of love cause the downfall of these relationships. First, this
linear relationship appears with the appearance of the Ghost. Shakespeare possibly placed Hamlet and
Gertrude in these quarters to suggest the aspects of Hamlet's sexual desires for his mother and to allow Hamlet
to express himself fully to his mother. Queen Gertrude, as other queens of this time period, is very dependent
on her husband. His tone then changes from one of bitterness and rage to one of almost priestly counsel as he
explains to her how to remedy the situation. Ophelia is part of a plan to set up Hamlet which will A
comparison of Hamlet and Claudius words - 4 pages things such as madness, suicide and depression. The
relationship Hamlet has with both of these females has its ups and downs and they have their share of distrust.
The first time that Hamlet offends Claudius in the company of another person is when Claudius was suppose
to help Hamlet cheer up. Claudius plots to murder him. Hamlet's accusations are one of few indicators
throughout the play as to her character, and they illustrate only Hamlet's perception thereof. At the beginning
of the play he sees Ophelia as a pure woman, but his view changes over time. Gertrude's involvement with the
murder of King Hamlet has cost her the mother-son connection with Hamlet which leads to him having an
unstable relationship with Gertrude. So he waits to kill Claudius only after he is sure Claudius is guilty, after
the play-within-the-play. But when have tragedy plays ever been sensible? Gertrude's mistreatment is also
obvious within her relationship to Claudius. It is very uncommon for a queen after the death of her king to
marry his brother.


